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What is SETI?
• “The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence” 

• A field of study, like cosmology or planetary science 

• SETI Institute: 
• Research center in Mountain View, California 
• Astrobiology, astronomy, planetary science, radio SETI  
• Runs the Allen Telescope Array 

• Berkeley SETI Research Center: 
• Hosted by the UC Berkeley Astronomy Department 
• Mostly radio astronomy and exoplanet detection 
• Runs SETI@Home  
• Runs the $90M Breakthrough Listen Project



The birth of Radio SETI

1960 — Cocconi & Morrison suggest interstellar communication 
via radio waves

Communication SETI



Allen Telescope Array
Operated by the SETI Institute





Green Bank Telescope
Operated by the 

National Radio Astronomy Observatory



Dyson (1960)

Energy-hungry civilizations might use a significant fraction of 
available starlight to power themselves

Energy is never “used up”, it is just converted to a lower 
temperature

If a civilization collects or generates energy, that energy must 
emerge at higher entropy (e.g. mid-infrared radiation)

This approach is general: practically any energy use by a 
civilization should give a star (or galaxy) a MIR excess

Artifact SETI



Credit: NASA GSFC, LAMBDA

IRAS All-Sky map (1983)

The discovery of infrared cirrus 
complicated Dyson sphere searches.



Carrigan reported on the Fermilab Dyson Sphere search with IRAS:
Lots of interesting red sources: carbon stars, AGBs, HII regions

No aliens



Paper I: Motivation



• Even slow colony ships (30 km/s) that rarely launch (every 10,000 years) 
will lead to exponential growth of number of settlements

• Once expansion spans significant fraction of galaxy (~100 million years) 
galactic rotation, shear, and random stellar velocities will “mix” civilization 
into a galaxy in a few rotations

Credit: Elena D’Onghia, Mark Vogelsberger – Harvard FAS Supercomputer Odyssey, Thiago 
Ize – Scientific Computing and Imaging (SCI) Institute – University of Utah

Maximum galaxy-filling time is a 
few galaxy rotations



Corollaries:
• Nearly all galaxies should have zero spacefaring civilizations or be filled 

with them
• Either the Milky Way is filled with spacefaring ETIs or we are the first

Credit: Elena D’Onghia, Mark Vogelsberger – Harvard FAS Supercomputer Odyssey, Thiago 
Ize – Scientific Computing and Imaging (SCI) Institute – University of Utah

Maximum galaxy-filling time is a 
few galaxy rotations



Galaxy-spanning civilizations: 
all or nothing?

This argument formed the basis of Michael Hart’s argument that we 
must be alone in the MW, because they have not already colonized 

the Solar System

...but unless spacefaring life is unique to Earth...

If Hart is correct:
Other galaxies should be filled with advanced civilizations.   

A search for K3’s will eventually succeed

If Hart is incorrect:
The Milky Way should be filled with K2’s.  
A search for K2’s will eventually succeed

We should test Hart’s thesis by pursuing both routes



1964 —Kardashev classifies extraterrestrial civilizations by 
their total power supply (i.e. potential for transmission 
power)

Type I: Can harness a planet’s entire energy supply (K1)
Type II:  Can harness a star’s entire output (K2)
Type III:  Can harness an entire galaxy’s output (K3)
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G: Glimpsing Heat from 
Alien Technologies

^



Paper II: Strategy



Search for galaxies with 75-95% obscuration

Dynamical masses are compared to 
luminosities to find high M/L galaxies



WISE is very sensitive to 
waste heat



Credit: NASA



Roger Griffith (PSU) 
WISE (NASA)



Results of our search

• MIR-bright K3’s are very rare among 
~100,000 resolved galaxies in WISE catalog

• Only 50 candidates using > 50% of starlight, 
(including Arp 220) all probably starbursts

• This result is newly enabled by WISE



Referee comment on Davis (1955)
(First upper limit on Solar neutrino 

production)

Any experiment such as this, which does not have the 
requisite sensitivity, really has no bearing on the 

question of the existence of neutrinos. To illustrate my 
point, one would not write a scientific paper describing 
an experiment in which an experimenter stood on a 
mountain and reached for the moon, and concluded 
that the moon was more than eight feet from the top 

of the mountain.



A nebula around 48 
Librae



A nebula around 48 
Librae



A nebula around 48 
Librae



Mysterious optically 
dark MIR sources 



Mysterious optically 
dark MIR sources 



Mysterious optically 
dark MIR sources 



Artifact SETI produces 
interesting astronomy 
even with a null result 

(for aliens)



Transits



Kepler searched >100,000 
stars for transits



Arnold (2005)

Megastructure aspect
vs.

Planet aspect

Difference between planet 
light curve and 

megastructure light curve



Arnold also predicted Kepler might 
discover variable-depth “beacons”



But Kepler didn’t see 
any of those…

…right?!?
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Dr.  Andrew Siemion
Berkeley SETI 

Research Center
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The Late Show with Stephen Colbert
10/29/2015 (Seth MacFarlane, Neil DeGrasse Tyson) 











So what could it be?

• Tomorrow, 11-noon, ISTB4 692 

• Tabby herself: 4pm PSF lobby (refreshments 3:45)



Communication and Artifact 
SETI are complementary
Artifact SETI

hard-pressed to prove 
phenomena cannot be 

natural

Communication SETI
must cast an impossibly wide 

net  
(frequencies, duty cycles, 

bandwidth, power, targets...)



Artifact SETI
provides candidates

Communication SETI
identifies candidates as alien

Communication and Artifact 
SETI are complementary
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